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One billion Linux desktops? [2] [Ed: Pushing the nonsense that Linux counts only when it's spied on]

Neil Williams: New directions [3]

Third, my job hunting has shown that the centralisation of decentralised version control is still
a thing. As far as recruitment is concerned, if the code isn't visible on GitHub, it doesn't exist.
(It's not the recruitment agencies asking for GitHub links, it is the company HR departments
themselves.) So I had to add a bunch of projects to GitHub and there's a link now in the blog.

We Are Tenants on Our Own Devices [4]

Today, we may think we own things because we paid for them and brought them home, but as
long as they run software or have digital connectivity, the sellers continue to have control over
the product. We are renters of our own objects, there by the grace of the true owner.

DRM and terms-of-service have ended true ownership, turning us into "tenants of our own devices"[5]

Tufekci's analysis points out a serious problem in the "Surveillance Capitalism" critique that
says that paying for devices and services (rather than getting them through an advertising
subsidy) would restore dignity and balance to the tech world. When Apple charges you $1,000

for a phone and then spends millions killing Right to Repair legislation so that you'll be forced
to buy repair services from Apple, who will therefore be able to decide when it's time to stop
fixing your phone and for you to buy a new one, then it's clear that "if you're not paying for
the product" is a serious misstatement, because in a world of Big Tech monopolies, even when
you're paying for the product, you're still the product.
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